Release Notes for 4/24/2018 WISEid/WISEstaff
Production Release
(Core Apps Team Sprint 158 2-Week Work Cycle)
Feature Title

Notes

WISEid/WISEstaff: HOTFIX--Sample upload
template file now accessible in production

We fixed an issue where the Upload
page template files were not
functioning.

WISEid/WISEstaff: Requesting Agency and
Dependent Agency Filters now working

On the Message and Change Requests
page, the filters for Requesting Agency
and Dependent Agency were broken,
but this was resolved.

WISEid: Added logging during Person Upload
update process

We added more logging, so when
Person Uploads fail, we can see more
quickly the source of the issue to
resolve.

WISEid: During WISEid merges, Birth info moves to
the active record when active value is null.

We fixed an issue and cleaned up data
for when WISEids are merged. The
surviving WISEid doesn’t have birth
location fields, so they are populated
from the deactivated WISEid during
the merge process. This is done field
by field. For example, if the
deactivated WISEid has Birth City
populated, but the active version
doesn’t, the Birth City of the active
WISEid is updated to display what the
deactivated record had. This process is
done for each birth location field
independently.

WISEid: Fixed error message when entering invalid
character in Parent 1 First Name Field

We fixed an issue on the Create Person
screen where if you put invalid
characters in the Parent 1 First Name

field, instead of giving an invalid
characters error, the screen will state
the name can’t exceed 50 characters.
WISEid: HOTFIX--Fixed Change Request job issues,
fixed missing person edit validations, and removed
corrupt records

We fixed a variety of incorrect Change
Request and missing validation issues.

WISEid: HOTFIX--Milwaukee and Waukesha files no
longer faulting

We upgraded the database server to
handle large district uploads. There is
still another issue allowing only one big
upload at a time in the queue. That
will be fixed in the next release.

WISEid: Parent/Guardian duplicate upload issue
resolved

We had an issue where multiple of the
same parent guardians were allowed
via Person Upload, but this was fixed.

WISEstaff: Corrected Validation for assignment
96-0891

We fixed validation for Early Childhood
assignment 96-0891, so it requires
correct grades when submitted.

WISEstaff: Entity ID disappearance act

Previously, there was an issue in the UI
when if you submitted a Change
Request for an already populated
Entity ID, the populated Entity ID
would disappear when you submitted
the Change Request. The Entity ID was
still there, but it was hidden in the UI
unless you refreshed the page. This has
been corrected now.

WISEstaff: HOTFIX--96-0891 no longer removing
valid K4, KG, PK grades when it shouldn't

We fixed the Clear Non-Required data
proces when grades were out of range
of K4, KG, PK. There may still be an
issue with this, as it has been found we
should have allowed K3. We will have
to fix this in the near future.

